Sounds for M4BL
ÒAs the world falls apart, the opportunity
for visionary organizing expands.Ó
Ð Grace Lee Boggs

Lamin Fofana

Dis/Continuum

Jeannette Ehlers, Black Magic at the White House, 2009. Videostill.
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To listen to this soundtrack, please visit:
https://soundcloud.com/laminfofana/discontinuum
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ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe bonds that new modes of resistance
establish with previous historical sequences are
scratching loose their very own worlddisorganizing potential. Constituent history has
never submitted to the tyranny of the textual. The
sonic moves audiences-cum-comrades, fleshy
things that, in feeling and moving communally,
call up the specter of the common project. This is
the surplus of their corporeal, anti-transactional
transactions. Of their uprising against even minor
miseries. Whether one is thinking of music,
spoken word, coded patois, scratched records,
effective and affective oration, glitching at
mechanical interfaces, the multidimensions of
performativity in and around sounds Ð the sonic
has always been a most active field in bondsmaking. A kind of goddammed Mississippi,
seeded with tragedy and resilience, to the frigid
Northeast of more buttoned-up organic
intellectuals who prefer the tabloid and the blog.
Approaching the vicinity of this fact Ð or perhaps
the ways in which its incontrovertibility impinged
in our catching-up thinking Ð led us to
commission e-flux journalÕs first ÒtextÓ as track.
Of course, ÒtrackÓ seems wanting as a name for
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Lamin Fofana is an electronic producer and artist. His
instrumental electronic music contrasts the reality of
our world with what's beyond and explores questions
of movement, migration, alienation, and belonging. He
is from Sierra Leone, lived in Guinea, United States,
and currently located in Berlin.Ê
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the landscape that Lamin Fofana came back with.
What we got, what we are still getting, as the
thing unspools its textured strands, is our
increasingly derelict Now, compressed and
distilled, the good shards extracted from it, into a
flexible terrain that flickers in and out of different
configurations. At one moment, it is riot-space; at
another, thinking-space; at yet another, chill-outand-recharge-space; and at yet another,
historical-space. At all times it is a delicate
synthesis of multifarious strands and an
enterprise in gauging dirt patches in this mad
moment, in exposing little bits of hard ground on
which our desires for another world, certainly for
the end of this one, can continue to find traction.
Ð Editors
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊTrack list:
Dedekind Cut, ÒMaxineÓ/ clipping., ÒKnees On
The GroundÓ/ Auntie Flo, ÒReverenceÓ/ Shabazz
Palaces, ÒBlack UpÓ/ Jamila Woods, ÒVRY BLKÓ/
Robert Hood, ÒStillÓ/ Fatima Al Qadiri,
ÒFragmentationÓ/ Lamin Fofana, ÒIn the House of
CatastropheÓ/ S Olbricht, ÒFloa1Ó/ Run The
Jewels, ÒDownÓ/ Lamin Fofana, ÒA FeelingÓ/
Terence Dixon, ÒMy Journey HereÓ/ Grace Lee
Boggs / Alicia Garza / Blood Orange, ÒSandraÕs
SmileÓ/ Lamin Fofana, ÒThe DitheringÓ / Lauryn
Hill, ÒBlack RageÓ/ Beyonce, ÒFormation (Lotic
America Is Over Declaration)Ó/ T.I., Killer Mike,
Ò40 AcresÓ/ Kendrick Lamar, ÒAlrightÓ/ Rapsody,
ÒThe ManÓ/ Omar-S, Amp Fiddler, ÒAhÕ Revolution
(Poli Grip For Partials Nik Mix)Ó/ Solange, ÒDonÕt
Wish Me WellÓ/ Will Long, ÒChumps (Sprinkles
Overdub)Ó/
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ×
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